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October 06th 2014:Booming Entrepreneurs-Building the
PerfectTransitional Career
Now is the time to create your own transitional career, and we
have the expert to get us all there! A one on one with 'Jobs
Expert’ Kerry Hannon can illuminate the path. There may never
be a better chance or reason to get totally excited and pumped
up about work again, feel the passion of creating something
unique and special for yourself and the world, and live with
QOL to 100 because our time is NOW! Kerry will share her
knowledge in regard to many topics including- Determining
which career path best suits your situation, family and
passion. Technology and creating your transiti
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Featured Guest
Kerry Hannon
Kerry Hannon is a nationally recognized authority on career transitions and retirement
and a frequent TV and radio commentator who speaks about and offers advice on
career and personal finance trends. She is the author of the gold medal award–
winning "What’s Next? Finding Your Passion and Your Dream Job in Your Forties,
Fifties and Beyond", which USA Today hailed as “a road map for those striking out on
their own.” She has spent more than two decades covering all aspects of business
and personal finance as a columnist, editor, and writer for the nation’s leading media
companies, including Forbes, The New York Times, Money, U.S. News & World Report,
and USA Today. Kerry’s latest books are, "L
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